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RESEARCHMEMORANDUM 

INVESTIGATIOROFTHEUSEOFASTICKFORCEPROPCXRTIONAL TO 

PITCHINGAC CEIERATION FOR NXMAL-ACCELERATION WARRING 

By Marvin Abramovftz, Staaitey F. Schmidt, 
asd Rudolph D. Van Dyke, Jr. 

The feasibility of modifying the transient portion of the stick 
force in abrupt maneuvera, in order to e liminate Lnadvertent normal- 
acceleration overshoots, ie tivestigated both experimentally in flight 
and analytically. The modification consists of an additional stick force 
proportional to a quantity which lead8 the normal acceleration (e.g., 
pitching acceleration). 

It is shown that the magnitude of farce proportional to pitching 
acceleration which can be provided is severely l-ted by the dynamic 
stability characteristics of the control system. However, when enough 
lag is introduced so that the force is approximately in phase with rate 
of chsnge of normal acceleration, very large forces can be provided with- 
out -airing the dynamic stability. The feel characteristics produced 
by the inclusfon of such a force are considered to be very desirable by 
pilots. In addition to elimlna ting normal-acceleration overshoots, more 
precise maneuvers can be flown. 

IRTRODUCTION 

Because of the increases in airplane size and speed and the attend- 
ant difficulties of aerodynamically balancing control surfaces, many 
designs now employ irreversible, powered controls with artificial feel. 
Although these devices provide satisfactory stick-force gradients in 
steady flight, they fail, in scme cases, to furnish adequate stick-force 
characteristics ti abrupt maneuvers, and thereby increase the danger of 
inadvertently overshooting the airplane load limit. (The required stiok- 
force gradients in steady flight sre specffied in reference 1, but the 
nature of the transient stick force in abrupt maneuvers is mentioned only 
in a general way.) 

This investigation is concerned with the feasfbility of preventing 
the occurrence of these overshoots by modifyzLng the transient portion of 
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the stick force to include an additional force which leadfd the nOrmal 
acceleration. The pitching acceleration ie a quantity that leads the 
normal acceleration, sad its magnitude depends on both the rapidity and 
magnitude of the maneuvw. It was felt that m additional stick force 
proportional to this quantity would warn the pilot of impending normal 
acceleration in time to take corrective action, if necessary, to prevent 
Over6hOOtB. For the investigation, an F-5lH airplane equipped with a 
special torque servo, which produced an additional stick force propor- 
tionaZ to a selected Input quantity, was used as a test vehicle. The 
output of an angular accelerometer formed the input to the torque servo, 
thus producing the desired warning stick force. 

. 

normal acceleration, ft/se@ 

F wingmeanaerodynantic chord, f-t 

rate of change of hinge-moment coefficient with angle of 
attack, per deg 

%J rate of change of hinge-moment coefficfent with pitching 
velocity, per radian per set 

airplane lift-curve slope, per radian . 

%I 
FS 

elevator effectiveness, per deg 

elevator stick force, lb 

Stick force due to elevator hinge moments, lb 

F% 
g 

K 

KH 

FM 

% 

53 

stick-force output of torque servo, lb 

acceleration of gravity, ft/sec2 

feedback gain, lb/radian/sec8 

steady-state value of 6/Fg, deg/lb 

microsyn gearing, volts/deg 

ram and amplifier gearing, deg/Bec/volt 

torque-servo gearing, lb/volt 
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ratio of stick deflection to elevator deflection for rigid 
control cables 

torque-tube spring constant, lb stick force/deg 

steady-state value of i/6, radians/sec/deg 

variable introduced in the Laplace transformation 

dynamic pressure, lb/f+ 

wing area, ft2 

lag-filter time constant, set 

torque-servo lag, set 

airplane pitching lead term, set 

time, see 

output of angular accelerometer, volts 

flight speed, ft/sec 

airplane weight, lb 

elevator angle, deg 

airplane damping ratio in pitch 

elevator damping ratio 

angle of pitch, radians 

torsion-bar rotation due to hydraulic rem deflection, deg 

control-stick deflection, deg 

airplane short-period natural frequency, radians/set 

elevator natural frequency, radians/set 

air density, slugs/cu ft 

first and second time derivative, respectively 
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Figure 1 is a sketch of the test airplane. With the airplane nor- 
mally loaded, the elevator-control-force characteristics are considered 
generally satisfactory in both steady and abrupt maneuvers. For the 
initial tests, the airplane was flown in the normal condition. However, 
for the final evaluation, ballast was added to the tail compartment to 
mwe the center of gravity aft in order to decrease the steady elevator- 
control-force gradients to values which vary from marginally acceptable 
to unacceptable, depending on the flight speed and altitude. 

Torque Servo 

Figure 2 is a sketch of the torque servo used to provide the addi- 
tional force proportional to the pitching acceleration. The hydraulic 
ram is connected through the torsion bar to the stick linkage. The 
microsyn measures the torsion-bar twist and feeds a voltage proportional 
to this quantity back to the amplifier, which controls the ram velocity 
by means of the valve actuator. With no other input to the amplifier, 
the ram closely follows any stick movements. In order to provide a stick 
force proportionalto pitching acceleration, the output of an angular 
accelerometer is fed to the amplifier. This added input causes the servo 
to maintain a torque on the torsion bar and, thus, a stick force propor- 
tional to the pitching acceleration. 

Equipment Tests 

Ground tests of the servo indicated satisfactory operation. With 
no angular-accelerometer input, the ram very closely followed even 
extremely rapid stick movements with negligible additional stick force. 
The stick-force output followed sudden electrical inputs with only small 
lag- 

Initial flight tests to check out the servo operation in flight 
indicated that, although the servo performed satisfactorily, the usable 
system gain was severely limited by the stick-free dynamic stability. 
With the gain set to prwide the amount of additional stick force ini- 
tially estimated by ilots as being necessary for warning purposes 
(about 4.0 lb/radian see'), the system had oscillatory instability when P 
the stick wan released. Figure 3 is taken from flight records to illus- 
trate the condition at alower gain (13 lb/radian/sec2) where the system 
is stiu oscillatory. At even lower gains where the system was stable, 
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though poorly damped, the system oscillated for many cycles even in 
attempted stick-fixed maneuvers, and the pilot rated it unsatisfactory. 

As a result of the initial. tests, an analytical study was instituted 
to determine and eliminate the causes of the instability and still provide 
adequate normal-acceleration warning. 

ANAIIYTICAL STUDY 

Method of Analysis 

The analy-ticsJ study was carried out using a hdgh-speed electronic 
simulator. With the torque servo feeding back a stick force proportS& 
to the pitching acceleration, this acceleration being a quantity whfch 
depends on the stick-force input, the control system is a closed loop 
defined by the foI.LzMng equations: 

or 

FB=FgH+FgT 1 

in which c depends on 6 which is a function of F sndF 

function of zi. 
SH' paa 

A block diagram of the system appesxs in figure 4. 

The complete aerodynamic equations of motion, including the control- 
free mode, are given in reference 2. However, for the purposes of this 
investigation, several simplifying assumptions can be made. Preliminary . 
flight-test results indicated that the hinge moments depend primarily on 
the elevator deflection, so that terms which depend on the aerodynsmic 
r-p-= (Ch, Cqp etc.) may be neglected. In addition, the following 
assumptions, which are considered reasonable for the configuration befog 
investigated, were made: (1) constant forward speed, (2) C h = 09 
(3) rigid control cables, (4) system mass balanced. With these assump- 
tions, the equations of motion can be considerably simplified and aero- 
dynamic transfer functions of the following form csn be determined: 

. 
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. . e K& + T&P 

- = 1 + (2G?n)P + (l/w,z)# 8 

%2/g Wk3)~ 
- = 1 + (2UuP + (l/On')Pa 8 

6 KH 

Fs, - = 1 + (2!&?+)P + O/w,2)p2 

The torque-servo transfer function is derived in the appendix. 
Experimental data indicated that the portion of the stick force due to 
rate of stick movement was negligible, so that the simplified form of the 
transfer function was used in the anslysis. 

Fs, Its -= v l+T#? 
(3) 

where Tg = 0.02. 

The angular accelerometer was represented by a second-order transfer 
function with a natural frequency of 9 cycles per second and a damping 
ratio of 0.7 to correspond to the characteristics of the instrument used 
in flight. 

The system defined by the prevfous equations was set up on the 
electronic simulator for conditions corresponding to the initial flight 
tests - an indicated airspeed of 200 miles per hour at an altitude of 
10,000 feet with a normal center-of-gravity location (about 2g-percent E). 
The aerodynsmic and control-system dynamic parameters were estimated 
theoretically and modified slightly to fit the flight data. Table I 
lists the aerodynsmic and control-system dynamic psrsmeters used. 

In a combination force-and-position system such as the one investi- 
gated herein, three different modes of operation can be visualized: 
stick-free, in which the pilot frees the stick after an initial input3 
stick-fixed, in which the pilot holds a constant control position 

. 
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regszdless of stick-force variation; and constant force, in which the 
pilot varies the control position to matitain a constant stick force. 
For the stick-fixed condition, no FnstabilLty csn appear since the control 
is not sllowed to oscillate. The three conditions above were approximated 
on the simulator by n~ing a sqme pulse tiput in FS for the stick-free 
case, opening the loop and formfng FgH + F 

%c 
for a step FSH input for 

the stick-fixed case, and using a step input in FS to the closed-loop 
system for the constant-force case. 

Results 

Figure 5 is a simulated time history of elevator position in response 
to a pulse input in stfck force with a gain of 15 pounds per radian per 
second squared. It is seen that, even vfth the large number of smlifi- 
cations male above, the analytical solution approximates the flight result 
very closely. In order to determine what factors were limiting the use- 
fulness of the system, several of the parameters were varked and the 
effects on the system response were observed. It was foundthatonly 
small increases in the usable gain could be obtained when the servo lag 
was decreased and the control-system natural frequency increased. The 
latter could correspond to either less control-system inertia or to an 
irreversible, powered control system with spring feel and high-performance 
control servos. Also, the aerodynamic parameters were varied to stiulate 
those of airplanes varying from a very Wge transport to a transonic 
fighter. There resulted little effect on the system characteristics. 
However, Te, the lead term in the pitching-acceleration transfer function, 
was found to have a lsrge effect. When this term was reduced to zero, 
which could be accomplished experimentally by the use of a lag network 
with a time constant equivalent to T , large increases in the gain could 
be tolerated. Note from equations (2 7 
to feeding back (&x/g) rather than 8. 

that this is equivalent dynamically 

The reason that Te has such a large effect can be appreciated by 
examination of the system frequency response. Figures 6(a) and 6(b), 
respectively, are the amplitude ratfos and phase angles for both the 
complete-system open-loop response (P&FgH) andthe airplanepitch-- 
acceleration response (8/S). Because of the relatively large value of 
T8 and the fact that the pitching-acceleration transfer function is a 
derivative function (i.e., p occurs as a factor in the numerator), large 
amplitude ratios result at high frequencies where the phase lag is 
increasing. When the servo- and control-system lags are added and the 
loop is closed, very d gains must be used or the system will become 
unstable due to these large smplitude ratios. In exsmintig the transfer 
coefficients of a number of airplapes, it was noted that '11, 

(= *) 
is relatively large, so that the same fundsmental lfmitations on the use- 
fulness of the 8 signal probably exist for these airplanes. 
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In order to determine the effect of the time lag on the g warn- 
characteristics of the system, a -Table-time-constant filter was added 
to the setup. This filter altered the output of the regular accelermeter. 
In figure 7 appear the stick-fixed responses #ith several different values 
of g&n, K, and filter time constant, T. The emunt of gain was chosen 
so that the stick-free oscillations damped to l/10 amplitude in approxi- 
mately one cycle. It is seen that as the filter lag is increased, the 
amount of warning stick force C&D. be increased. However, the smountof 
lead of the warning stick force over the normal acceleration is decreased. 
It UaB felt that the suitability of the system with the reduced lead and 
the optimum settings could be determined only in flight from pilots* 
reactions and opinions. 

FLIGHT EVALUATION 

The test airplane was equipped with a filter network in the torque- 
servo smplifier, which would affect only the angular-accelerometer output, 
sndwith a time constant which could be conveniently varied in flight. 
In addition, ballast was added to the tail compartment to move the center 
of gravity aft to about 31-percent 5, for which condition the stick-force 
gradient varied from about 0 to 3 pounds per g over the speed aad al-&- 
tudermge. It was felt that, with very low, steady stick-force gradients, 
the pilots could evaluate more realistically the usefulness of the addi- 
tional force in preventing overshoots. The evaluation was carried out at 
two flight conditions: 20,GOO feet and 200 miles per hour where To is 
large, and at 10,000 feet and 350 miles per hour where Tg is small. 
Figure 8 shows the computed variation of Tg with speed and altitude. 

The tests were flown by two different pilots and, in general, their 
opinions on the suitability of the servo as a g warning device and their 
selections of optimum settings were in agreement. At both flight condi- 
tions they selected filter time constants very nearly equal to Te In 
order to obtaFn sufficiently high gains (130 to 170 lb/radians/sets), 80 
that 30 to 50 pounds of additional stick force were present in abrupt 
pull-ups to 3g. However, at the low-speed condition, where TG equals 
approximately 0.9 second, the lag introduced by the filter was more 
noticeable, and they felt that a filter time constant slightly less than 
Te (between 0.8 Te and 0.9 TG) might be more desirable, even though it 
meant reducing the smount of warning stick force in order to maintain 
satisfactory stability. It should be pointed out that gain values were 
chosen in rapid pull-ups and turn entries to 3g's and, for this reason, 
are probably higher than optimum values selected on a basis of the air- 
plane load limit (about 7grs). However, because of the very small maneu- 
ver margin corresponding to the aft center-of-gravity location, it was 
not considered feasible to attempt rapid pull-ups to large accelerations. 
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Both pilots considered the,feel introduced by the additional stick 
force to be desirable, even tith the necessary filter lag included. In 
rapid pull-ups and turn entries to a given acceleration, overshoots, 
which almost invsriably occurred with the device turned off, were lsrgely 
eliminated, and the pilots felt that it was much easier to make precise 
maneuvers. In figure 9 ace typical rapid pull-ups wWc,h illustrate the 
effect of the device on the acceleration overshoot. By comparison of 
figures g(a) and g(b) it is seen that sn overshoot of about 35 percent 
is present with the device off, while with the device operating the over- 
shoot is largely em-ted with only a small decrease in the rapidity 
of the maneuver. An additional advantage was also noted by the pilots 
during the tests. They found it very difficult to maintain a constant 
g maneuver with the device off, especially in rough air. However, with 
the device operating, a much more precise maneuver could be flown. 
Figures 10(a) end 10(b), taken from flight records ti which rough afr 
was encountered, illustrate th3.s point. 

coNcLuSIoNS 

The feasibility of modifying the transient portion of the stick force 
in abrupt maneuvers, in order to eliminate inadvertent normal-acceleration 
overshoots, was investigated both experimentally in flight and enslyti- 
tally. The modification consisted of an additionel force proportional 
to a quantity which leads the normal acceleration (e.g., pitching acceler- 
ation). It was determined that: 

1. It was not possible to use pitching acceleration directly as an 
input quantity because of the severe limitations imposed by the stick- 
free dynamic stability chszacteristics on the magnitude of force wh%zh 
could be provided. 

2. If enough lag were provided to make the force approximately in 
phase with the rate of change of normal acceleration, very large forces 
could be provided. 

3. The feel characteristics introduced by the inclusion of such a 
force were considered to be very desirable by pilots. In adtition to 
almost completely eliminating normal-acceleration overshoots, more precise 
control in maneuvers was possible, especially in rough air. 

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Commfttee for Aeronautics 

Moffett Field, Calif., May 21, 1953 
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APPERDIXA 

mQuE-swvo EQuRJxorJs 

With reference to figure 4, the follow3.ng equations can be written 
describing the action of the torque servo: 

If we solve for F 
ST 

, the following transfer function can be derived: 

These equations assumed no lag in the ram, valve, valve actuator, and 
amplifier. The added assumption (verified by experimental tests) can be 
made that the action of the rsm is so rapid (i.e., I$ is so large) that 
the term definfng the stick force due to the rate of stick movement can 
be neglected, so that 

(A31 
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FORANALTITUDE OF1O,OOOF73E?l?ABDAzll 
INDICATED AntSPEE OF 200 mph 

K& radians/sec/deg 

Te* set 

5, dimensionless 

'3n, radians/set 

+ lb/d% 

Se> dimensionless 

%e, radians/set 

-0.0474 

0.80 

0.455 

2.96 

-0.25 

0.3 

40 
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Figure l.- Sketch of test airplane. 
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Figure 2.- Sketch of torque servo. 
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Figure 3.- Control-free elevator oscillation in flight 
(K = 13 lb/radisn/sec?'). 
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Figure 4.- Block dla@m of 8yatem. 
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Figure 5.- Computed control-free elevator oscillation 
(K = 15 lb/radian/sec2). 
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(a) Amplitude ratios. 

Figure 6.- Calculated airplane pitching acceleration and complete- 
system open-loop frequency response8 for unity open-loop gab. 
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(b) Phase angles. 

Figure 6.- Concluded. 
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Figure 7.- Computed &f&-fixed responses to a step in FsB for dfffer- 
ent values of gain, K, and filter lag, T, which result in stick-free 
responses that damp to l/10 amplitude in about 1 cycle. 
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Flgwx 0.- Calculated variation of alrplaue pitching lead term TQ with speea and altitude. 
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(a) Servo off. (b) Servo on. T = 0.4, K = 110 

Figuxe 9.- Time Iristories of rapid pull-ups at an altitude of 10,000 feet and an indicated air- 
speed of 35Cl mph. 
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(a) Servo off. (b) Sam on. T - 0.9, K = 1Bo 

Figure lO.- The histories of rapid pull-ups at 8.n altituae of 10,000 feet and 811 indicated air- C: 
speed of 3fN qph in rough air. 




